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A newborn male was delivered via cesarean section at  
38 weeks 5 days’ gestation with a large vascular mass on 
the posterior neck. The mass previously had been identified 
on a 23-week prenatal ultrasound. Physical examination by 
dermatology at birth revealed a well-defined violaceous mass 
measuring 6×5 cm with prominent radiating veins, coarse 
telangiectases, and a pale rim. Magnetic resonance imaging 
demonstrated a well-circumscribed mass with avid arterial 
phase enhancement. The patient experienced transient 
thrombocytopenia that resolved following administration of 
methylprednisolone. No evidence of rapid involution was 
noted after 3 months of observation. 

WHAT’S YOUR DIAGNOSIS?
a. arteriovenous malformation
b. congenital hemangioma
c. infantile hemangioma
d. kaposiform hemangioendothelioma
e. tufted angioma
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THE DIAGNOSIS:

Congenital Hemangioma

Surgical resection of the mass was performed at  
4 months of age without complication (Figure 1). 
Histopathology revealed a lobular endothelial cell 

proliferation within a densely fibrotic stroma, multiple 
thin-walled vessels, and negative immunoreactivity to 
glucose transporter type 1 (GLUT-1)(Figures 2 and 3). 
Combined with the patient’s clinical history and findings 
on imaging (Figure 4), the most accurate diagnosis was a 
congenital hemangioma (CH). The mass was determined 
to be a noninvoluting congenital hemangioma (NICH).

A variety of vascular anomalies manifest in new-
borns and can be differentiated by the patient’s clinical  
history—particularly whether the lesion is present at birth 
or develops after birth. Imaging and histopathology of the 
lesion(s) may be utilized when clinical examination alone 

is not sufficient to make a diagnosis. Histopathology and 
immunohistochemistry further aid in differentiating the 
type of vascular lesion.

Overall, vascular anomalies are classified broadly into 
2 categories based on their pathogenesis: tumors and 
malformations. Vascular tumors are composed of prolif-
erating endothelial cells that have the potential to resolve 
spontaneously over time. Examples include CH, infantile 
hemangioma (IH), kaposiform hemangioendothelioma 
(KHE), and tufted angioma (TA). In contrast, vascu-
lar malformations (ie, arteriovenous malformations) are 
composed of dysplastic vessels with normal endothelial 
cell turnover and do not resolve without intervention.1 

Congenital hemangiomas are rare vascular tumors 
that are fully developed at birth. These tumors prolif-
erate in utero, enabling prenatal detection via ultra-
sonography as early as 12 weeks’ gestation for large 

FIGURE 1. A congenital hemangioma in a newborn was surgically 
resected without complication. 

FIGURE 2. Histopathology of a congenital hemangioma revealed a 
lobular endothelial cell proliferation within a densely fibrotic stroma as 
well as multiple thin-walled vessels (H&E, original magnification ×200). 

FIGURE 4. Magnetic resonance imaging of a congenital 
hemangioma demonstrated a well-circumscribed mass with avid 
arterial phase enhancement.

FIGURE 3. Immunohistochemistry of a congenital hemangioma 
demonstrated negative immunoreactivity to glucose transporter  
type 1 (GLUT-1).
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heterogeneous vascular masses.2-4 Congenital hemangio-
mas are described as solitary, well-circumscribed, raised, 
violaceous lesions most commonly located in the head 
and neck region.4-6 Histopathologically, they are charac-
terized by lobules of proliferating capillaries surrounded 
by fibrous stroma and dysplastic vascular channels.6,7 

Congenital hemangiomas are categorized based on 
their postnatal involution patterns.2 Fetally involuting 
CH both develops and begins regression in utero and 
often is completely regressed at birth.8 Rapidly involuting 
CH begins regression in the first few weeks of life and 
usually is completely involuted by 14 months of age.6,9-11 
Conversely, NICH does not regress, often requiring sur-
gical excision due to functional and cosmetic issues.12,13 
Partially involuting CH is intermediary, beginning as 
rapidly involuting but not involuting completely and 
persisting as lesions that resemble NICH.14-16 Although 
generally benign and asymptomatic, these tumors can 
cause transient thrombocytopenia and coagulopathy at 
birth, as seen in our patient.17,18

Infantile hemangioma is the most common vascular 
tumor of infancy.19-21 Although a precursor lesion may be 
present at birth, generally this tumor becomes apparent 
after the first few weeks of life as a solitary vascular plaque 
or nodule with a predilection for the head and neck.22-25 
Once it arises, IH quickly enters a period of rapid growth, 
followed by a period of slower continued growth, with 
most reaching maximum size by 3 months.22 Thereafter, 
IH enters a slow period of involution (range, 3–9 years)26; 
more recent data suggest near resolution by 5 years of age.27 
Infantile hemangioma is categorized based on its depth in 
the skin and subcutaneous tissues and can be classified as 
superficial, mixed, or deep.22,24,28,29 Superficial IH appears as 
a red plaque and may exhibit lobulation, while deep IH can 
be identified as flesh-colored or blue subcutaneous masses. 
Mixed IH may manifest with both superficial and deep 
features depending on the extent of its involvement in the 
dermal and subcutaneous layers. The pattern of involve-
ment may be focal, segmental, or indeterminate.24 In con-
trast, CH typically is a solitary vascular mass with prominent 
telangiectases, nodules, and radiating veins.6 Histologically, 
IH is composed of proliferative plump endothelial cells that 
form capillaries, and the lesion stains positively for GLUT-1, 
whereas CH does not.30

Kaposiform hemangioendothelioma is classified as 
a locally aggressive vascular tumor that manifests either 
prenatally or in early infancy.31 It is described as a 
solitary, ill-defined, firm, purple plaque most commonly 
located on the extremities and retroperitoneum.32-34 
Histopathologically, these lesions are characterized by 
dilated lymphatic channels and irregular sheets or lobules 
of spindle-shaped endothelial cells infiltrating the dermis 
and subcutaneous fat.33,35 In contrast to CH, KHE lesions 
show immunoreactivity to the markers podoplanin, 
lymphatic vessel endothelial receptor 1, and prospero 
homeobox 1 protein.36,37 Notably, 70% of these tumors 
are complicated by the presence of Kasabach-Merritt 

phenomenon, a potentially life-threatening emergency 
that occurs when platelets are trapped within a vascular 
tumor, leading to the consumption of clotting factors, 
intralesional bleeding, and rapid enlargement of the 
tumor.32 The Kasabach-Merritt phenomenon manifests 
clinically as microangiopathic hemolytic anemia, severe 
thrombocytopenia, and disseminated intravascular coag-
ulation.38 Although CH lesions also can be associated 
with thrombocytopenia and coagulopathy, they generally 
are mild and self-limited.18 

Tufted angioma is a vascular tumor that arises within 
the first 5 years of life as firm violaceous papules or plaques, 
often with associated hyperhidrosis or hypertrichosis.39,40 
Although TA grows slowly for a period of time, it eventu-
ally stabilizes and persists, rarely regressing completely.41 
These tumors share many similarities with KHE, and it has 
been suggested that they may be part of the same spec-
trum.42 As with KHE, TA lesions show immunoreactivity 
to the markers podoplanin, lymphatic vessel endothelial 
receptor 1, and prospero homeobox 1 protein, which are 
negative in CH.36,37 Although TA also can be complicated 
by Kasabach-Merritt phenomenon, the incidence is much 
lower (up to 38%).43,44 As such, TAs tend to be recognized 
as more superficial benign lesions. However, they still can 
cause notable cosmetic and functional impairment and 
should be monitored closely, especially in the presence of 
associated symptoms or complications.

Arteriovenous malformation is a vascular lesion that 
results from errors during the embryonic development 
of vascular channels.45 Although present at birth, it 
may not become clinically apparent until later in life. 
Arteriovenous malformations enlarge postnatally, and 
their growth is proportional to the developmental growth 
of the affected individual rather than the result of endo-
thelial proliferation.46 In infants, AVM may manifest as a 
faint vascular stain that can evolve over time into a pink 
patch associated with a palpable thrill during adoles-
cence.4 On Doppler flow imaging, AVMs are identified 
as fast-flow anomalies arising from an abnormal com-
munication between high-pressure arterial systems and 
low-pressure venous systems without the presence of a 
capillary bed.47 One of the differentiating factors between 
AVM and CH is that AVMs do not regress spontaneously 
and tend to have high recurrence rates, even with inter-
vention.48 In contrast, CH can be categorized based on 
its postnatal involution pattern. Another distinguishing 
factor is that AVMs tend to be larger and more invasive 
than CHs.46 Therefore, early diagnosis and intervention 
are crucial to prevent complications such as bleeding, 
seizures, or neurologic deficits associated with AVMs.1
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